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A high-speed I2L gate for VLSI applications has been successfulty designed,

characterized and demonstrated. The high speed performance has been achieved in
an oxide isol-ated f2f, with a buried base structure by means of a thi-n epi-layer
and heavily doped extrinsic base, and characterized by 0.87 ns of minimum gate

delay (tpd*ir,) at fan-out (r.o.) =1 and 1.5 ns at F.o.=3. the r2L characterj-stics
have been superiorly cont,rolled by optimi-zing the impurity profile with the reduced,
pressure epitaxy. The influence of device structure on the gate speed. has been
investigated, and. then the typical performance for the high speed gate-array VLSI
which allows gate speed down to 3.7 ns (F.O.=5) at 0.45 mW/gabe power-dissipation
has been obtained with the high packing density of 700 gates/**2 ir, 3.4 ,;urn d.esign
rule by a dual injector structure and this optimized process.
A. PROCESS Fig.l shows the cross-sectionaf view of a buried base I2t gate with
the oxide isolation. The buried base I2L with the arsenic (As) buried, emitter
resulted in higher speed than that with the antimony (Sb) buried emitter, as shown
in lable 11) . However, the deviation or B.- in the As buried emitter r2L was
lu
approximately 16 I in the run-to-run production, which was Limited by the base
width variation. In the case of the red.uced pressure epitaxy, the impurity concentration of the intrinsic base region vras lower and the base width was wider than
that with the conventional atmospheric pressure epitaxy, respectively.
The deviation of 0,, i" the As buried emitter t2l, with the reduced pressure epitaxy
\u
was found to be about a half of that with the conventioanl epitaxy.
FLg.2 shows that the I2L gate speed depend.s on the epi-layer thickness and the
extrinsic base resistance. As a result of thin epi-layer and heavily doped
extrinsic base, the tpd*i' has been reduced to a half value of that without
optimized process parameter, as shown in Table 1.
B. STRUCTURE At higher currents the base resistance was more important for I"2t
gate speed. Th" tpd*i' d.ecreases with decreasing the distance between the collector and base contact (DC_B) as well as the extrinsic base resistance, as shown
in Fig.2, because of the reduction of the base resistance. Fig.3 shows th. tpd*i'
of the various fan-out I2L gates versus the collector-emitter breakdowen voltage
h

of upward switching transistor. As the BVcso decreases, the p'., b""o*."
higher and then the l2t gate speed is improved. In the case of the dual injector
structure illustrated in Fig.l, the I2t gate speed with F.O.=5 was Ied, to be almost
the same value (tpd*in=2.3 ns at BV""o=1.0 v) as that of the single injector r2t
(BVcEo)
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gate with F.O.=4 due to the small base resistance, as shown in Fig.3 by the dashed
line. Furthermore' the contribution of the scaled process to the speed performance

is shown in Fig.2, which is different from the conventional tzr gate2) with
saturation of the scaling effect. In consequence of scaling d.own to 2.5ym design
rule (minimum contact t 1.5 x 2.5 y 2), IOK gates array VLSI would be fabricated
with the average propagation delay of 2.5 ns at Q.26 mw/gate and high packing
density of 2.4 mmtr/l0K-gates.
A high-speed. performance t2n for VLSI has been accomplished by a dual injector
and,
■)T.

buried base structure with the reduced pressure epitaxy technology.
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Schematic structure of dual injector I2L
with buried base structure for gate-array VLSI.
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